
Barrier Rental
J-J Hooks® Concrete Barrier Rental Service
One Call to CSS will Take Care of All your Concrete Safety Barrier Needs

Highway Safety Barrier Connection System



An Economical Solution for your 
Temporary Safety Barrier Needs
The per-foot, per-month barrier rental rates of 
concrete barrier are only a fraction of the purchase 
price. Barrier rentals are available on a short term 
and long term basis. Concrete Safety Systems 
(CSS) will deliver, set and pick-up barrier where 
you want it, when you want it, for as long as you 
want it. When you rent from CSS there is no  
maintenance, no extra handling, and no storage.

Need your Barrier Right Away?
CSS maintains a stock of thousands of feet of  
barrier to meet your immediate barrier needs.  
Installation crews and equipment are ready to start 
setting your barrier right away. Two workers and one 
piece of equipment can install 6,000 feet in one shift.

When you Rent with CSS, you can 
Leave the Hassle to us
•	 Don’t waste valuable real estate storing and 

repairing concrete barrier.

•	 Avoid the trouble of finding extra labor or  
tying up your labor resources setting and 
removing barrier.

•	 Escape the headaches of finding trucks and 
reliable truck drivers, scheduling and tracking 
deliveries. CSS will deliver and pick up all the 
barrier you need at your work site. Our efficient 
delivery fleet assures you of prompt service for 
large and small quantities of barrier.

•	 Free up your equipment that would have been 
used to finish your job on schedule.

•	 Don’t tie up valuable capital, buying barriers.

www.CSS-Rental.com

J-J Hooks® Concrete Barrier Uses
•	 Controls vehicular and pedestrian traffic for 

major events, conferences and concerts.

•	 When used as a temporary traffic barricade it 
provides a safe, well-defined buffer zone for 
highway construction and equipment. The 
efficiency of work crews increases as they work 
in complete safety from highway traffic.

•	 When you have temporary security needs,  
the J-J Hooks® security fence feature provides 
a higher level of security than any other  
temporary measure.

•	 Close off potentially dangerous areas such as 
foundations, propane tanks, excavated areas, 
damaged guardrails and damaged bridges.

One Call Does it All: 540.439.8966

Barrier installation at Northern Virginia construction site

Concrete Safety Systems’ concrete barrier inventory

Concrete Safety Systems’ shipment leaving yard

Concrete Safety Systems will take care of setting and removal

Single face bridge parapet, Route 123, Occoquan, VA

Crowd control barriers in Washington, DC

Security barricades at World Trade Center reconstruction site

Highway construction site barriers

Testimonials
Nuclear Safety Summit 
Ajay R. Patil & A. Blayne Candy, Showcall, Inc.: 

“You and the great staff at Concrete Safety 
Systems make for a perfect fit for the Show-
call Team, as we all share a commitment to 
excellence, an unwavering work ethic and 
a flexible approach to the seemingly  
unending stream of changes to design 
and plans. This summit, like others, posed 
its own set of challenges, including a fluid 
design process and an extremely short load 
out schedule. But again, as always, Concrete 
Safety Systems and the rest of the Showcall 
Team rose to the challenge and exceeded 
expectations.”

Highway Construction Project
Joe Steven, Superintendent, Ajax Paving Co.:

“... we’re very impressed with the way this 
project is going with the use of J-J Hooks 
road barriers.” 



Advantages of Renting J-J Hooks® Barriers

•	 Connection design allows easy removal of midsections
•	 The patented connection allows barrier to be set faster and 

easier than the competitor’s
•	 Requires smaller installation crews
•	 No loss of structural integrity or security breach due to lost 

or stolen connection hardware
•	 Meets NCHRP-350, Test Level 3 crash test criteria
•	 Approved for use in Delaware, District of Columbia,  

Maryland, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina,  
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia 

Concrete Safety Systems, in Midland, VA was established 
in 1977 to offer rental of J-J Hooks® . The barrier was  
developed by Smith-Midland Corporation, one of the  
nation’s leading producers of quality precast concrete.
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